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We elaborate our theoretical framework to treat low-energy electron scattering from helical macromolecules.
A model of simple scatterers organized into a helical structure is proposed with application to base-pair
arrangements in DNA. We extend our analysis toA-type DNA as well as nonperiodic arrangements inB-type
DNA. Diffraction patterns due to base-pair spacing are observed under all conditions. We discuss the role of
electron diffraction in electron attachment to the bases leading to the formation of shape and core-excited
resonances. The decay of such transient anions into dissociative-state channels producing DNA strand breaks
is also described. We find A-type DNA to be much more sensitive to low-energy electrons than B type.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy electron-molecule scattering has been studied
for more than half a century and considerable advances have
been made at both the theoretical and experimental level
[1–4]. The energy and angular dependence of the magnitude
of cross sections for elastic, inelastic, ionizing, and dissocia-
tive processes induced by the collision of an electron with a
molecule have been obtained from various types of experi-
ments. For nearly the same period of time, theories have
been developed to explain the behavior of these cross sec-
tions for molecules of increasing complexity and size. Even
though reasonably successful, these theories are still limited
to the treatment of relatively small molecules, usually com-
posed of no more than a dozen atoms or so[5,6]. Our theo-
retical description of electron-molecule scattering is still far
from that needed to understand electron scattering from most
biological molecules, which are much larger and more com-
plex. Molecules like DNA, which may contain up to 1010

atoms, are so huge that it becomes obvious that a different
approach must be developed to tackle the scattering problem.

A framework has recently been proposed by the authors
[7] to describe theoretically low-energy electron(LEE) scat-
tering from such large biomolecules, which have a helical
topology. The problem was decoupled into two parts: first the
electron interacts with the entire molecule and then the new
wave function, defined by the atomic arrangement within the
molecule, interacts at a specific site of the molecule(e.g., a
basic subunit). This choice was dictated by the important
contribution to the scattering cross sections arising from both
resonances and electron diffraction at low energies; i.e., elec-
tron attachment requires the localization of the electron on a
small subunit of the biomolecule and an electron of energy
typically 5–15 eV has a wavelength that is of the order of
molecular and intermolecular distances and is thus initially
delocalized. In other words, the incident electron is first

likely to undergo multiple scattering before interacting at a
specific site, where it can be captured in a resonant state.
This idea of decoupling the diffracted amplitude from the
final local site interaction had previously been successful in
describing withR-matrix theory the behavior of the absolute
cross section for dissociative electron attachment(DEA) to
small molecules embedded in a rare gas matrix[8,9]. In this
case, the scattering separates into two regions: inside the
R-matrix sphere, where the matrix elements are those of the
gas phase modified by the condensed phase, and outside the
sphere, where the interaction with the rare gas atoms is
dominant, causing electron diffraction which modifies the
vacuum electron wave function.

In this paper, we elaborate our theoretical framework to
treat LEE scattering from helical macromolecules. We first
address the multiple scattering problem and then examine the
various parameters that influence the coupling of the dif-
fracted wave to electron states localized on basic subunits.
More specifically, we extend our analysis to the problem of
LEE scattering fromA-type DNA as well as to that of non-
periodic sequences inB-type DNA. The DNA molecule con-
sists [10] of two polynucleotide antiparallel strands having
the form of a right-handed helix and composed of repeated
sugar-phosphate units hydrogen bonded together through the
four fundamental bases, which are covalently linked to the
sugar moiety of the backbone. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
a short double-stranded segment. It consists of two sugar
rings with the bases guanine and adenine, hydrogen bonded
to cytosine and thymine, respectively. The bases are chemi-
cally bonded to the sugar-phosphate unit. Under dry condi-
tions, DNA still contains on average 2.5 water molecules per
base pair[11] which easily fit in the grooves of the helix;
these H2O molecules are an integral part of the DNA struc-
ture. It should also be mentioned that the negative charge on
one of the oxygens of the phosphate group is counterbal-
anced by a cation such as Na+. In B-type DNA, the crystal-
lographic (averaged) structure resembles that of a twisted
ladder with base pairs defining the rungs and the backbone
providing the side support. The helical pitch, that is, the dis-
tance for a full turn of the helix, is 3.4 nm and there are 10
rungs per turn. The base pairs are relatively planar and lie
perpendicular to the helix axis. InA-type DNA, however, the
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vertical stacking is appreciably smaller. There are 11 residues
per turn and the pitch is 2.8 nm. Moreover, there is an im-
portant tilt of 20° of the base pairs with respect to the helix
axis in theB form.

Our interest to describe LEE interactions with DNA stems
in large part from their importance for the field of radiobiol-
ogy and consequent applications in radiotherapy and the en-
vironmental sciences. In fact, many of the mutagenic, geno-
toxic, or lethal effects of ionizing radiation can be traced to
physical and chemical modifications of cellular DNA
[12–14]. These lesions are induced by secondary species,
generated by the primary ionizing radiation. The secondary
electrons of energies below 20 eV are the most abundant of
these secondary species[15,16]. About 43104 secondary
electrons per MeV of deposited energy are created along
ionizing radiation tracks. These electrons are known to effi-
ciently dissociate organic molecules, on subpicosecond time
scales, in either the gas[2] or the condensed phase[17].
Thus, the genotoxic effects of LEEss,20 eVd must be
closely investigated in order to achieve a more complete un-
derstanding of the basic mechanisms involved in nascent ra-
diation damage to living tissue.

Many experiments performed in the last five years now
clearly demonstrate that LEE can induce considerable dam-
age to DNA and its constituents. Available data on the frag-
mentation of biomolecules by LEEs have recently been re-
viewed[18] with emphasis on its implications for damaging
DNA and its basic constituents. In recent years, technologi-
cal advances have rendered possible measurements of LEE
scattering and attachment processes in DNA[19–22]. It has
been shown that LEEs can cause considerable damage via
the dissociation of specific basic molecular units[21–26] of
the DNA molecule. Such damage was found to be strongly
influenced by electron resonances[19,22–26]. For example,
most of the single- and double-strand breaks induced by
LEEs can be related to the formation of transient anions of
basic subunits of DNA(e.g., the bases and sugar analogs)
and their decay into dissociative electronic states and/or
DEA channel[21,25–28]. More recently, it has been possible

to demonstrate that single-strand breaks(SSBs) can be in-
duced in DNA at energies as low as the nominal zero energy
thresholds0.1+0.3/−0.1 eVd of the electron beam used in
the experiment and that the yield as a function of energy
exhibits a sharp peak at 0.8±0.3 eV and a broader feature
centered at 2.2 eV[29]. These features were interpreted to
arise from the decay of shape resonances into the DEA chan-
nel. It was suggested that these resonances are formed by
electron attachment into the emptysp and pp valence mo-
lecular orbitals of the phosphate group and the DNA bases,
respectively. This shape resonance mechanism is of particu-
lar importance, since it is expected to play a role not only in
DNA radiolysis, but more generally in electron-DNA inter-
actions related to the transport of charge along DNA strands,
electron transfer to and from DNA, with possible applica-
tions to molecular electronics, which have generated an enor-
mous literature. In fact, anion states created by occupation of
the normally unoccupied valence molecular orbitals of a ba-
sic DNA constituent are an ingredient common to many of
the processes above, albeit not always specifically recog-
nized. In perhaps the most ephemeral example, such orbitals
on bridging molecules serve to couple donor and acceptor
moieties through the superexchange mechanism[30], even
though the orbitals are not occupied in the normal sense.

We shall now proceed, in the next section, with the full
description of the scattering model for treating electron mul-
tiple scattering in regular and irregular helical structures. We
further indicate how a link can be established with resonant
electron attachment. An illustrative model calculation is per-
formed using the general topology and structure of the two
forms of DNA described in this section. We then go on to
discuss the implications of the results of our simulation. We
end with a discussion.

II. SCATTERING MODEL

In Ref. [7], henceforth referred to as I, we presented the
basic equations for electron multiple scattering in macromol-
ecules, including DNA. For the latter, we proposed a simple
model of molecular subunits(i.e., bases, sugars, and phos-
phates) immersed in an optical potentialUop, which is con-
stant between theirR-matrix shells(or between the muffin
tins), a working hypothesis that has been used in the calcu-
lations for simple molecules[31] and in the theory of low-
energy electron diffraction in solids[32]. One can quite gen-
erally describe the scattering problem of a molecular subunit
by its scattering matrixSLL8 [33,34]. Each molecular subunit

has an incident plane wave of momentumkW impinging on it
plus the scattered waves of all other subunits. More specifi-
cally, the asymptotic form outside theR-matrix shell of the

total wave functionc
kW
snd

srWd for a molecule centered atRW n was

given by the following equation:

c
kW
sndsrWd = 4peikW·RW no

LL8

i lB
kWL

snd
YL8sVrWn

d

3F j lskrnddLL8 +
1

2
sSLL8

snd − dLL8dhl8
+ skrndG , s1d

whereYL are spherical harmonics withL=sl ,md, j l and hl8
+

FIG. 1. Part of theB-type DNA structure.
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are the spherical Bessel function and Hankel function of the

first kind, respectively,rWn=rW−RW n, and

B
kWL

snd
= YL

psVkWd +
1

2 o
n8Þn

o
L1,L2,L28

i l1+l2−l28B
kWL2

sn8dsSL2L28
sn8d − dL2L28

d

3s− 1dm28e−ikW·RW nn8F
m1,m,−m28
l1,l,l28 YL1

sVRW nn8
dhl1

+ skRnn8d, s2d

where

Fm1,m2,m3

l1,l2,l3 = f4ps2l1 + 1ds2l2 + 1ds2l3 + 1dg1/2

3Sl1
0

l2
0

l3
0
DS l1

m1

l2
m2

l3
m3

D ,

s l1
m1

l2
m2

l3
m3

d is the Wigner 3-j symbol [35], and RW nn8=RW n

−RW n8. Equation(2) implies a coupled set of linear equations

for all B
kWL

snd
. As mentioned before[7], this would prove ardu-

ous if not impossible to solve were it not for the loss of
coherence of the electrons due to inelastic collisions and to
the presence of parasite scatterers(e.g., the structural water
molecules in the grooves could be considered as such). These
processes can be invoked through an imaginary part in the
background optical potentialUop [32], i.e., an imaginary part
to the electron wave number Imskd=j−1. Here j acts as a
coherence length for the electrons. As we will show, this
allows approximate though accuratelocal solutions by trun-
cated finite-size matrices containing the information for the
number of subunits within a few coherence lengths. We now
wish to show how calculations can be done first for regular
helical ordering and then generalize to nonregular or random
situations. We then propose an application to resonant cap-
ture.

A. Regular helical structure

Let us assume the presence of a screw symmetry opera-
tion S=Rt, wheret is a translation ofzo=c/Nc along the
helical axis ẑ and R is a rotation by an anglewo=2p /Nc.
HereNc is the number of residues(e.g., base pairs in DNA)
per turn andc is the pitch(displacement in a full turn) of the

helix. One hasSRW n;RW Sn=zoẑ+RRW n. In its present form,
Eq. (2) is not suitable for reduction by the screw symmetry.
Let us first refine our convention for the choice of the refer-
ence axes for the spherical harmonics and theS matrix. We
shall use the local reference axesẑ, the screw axis, andr̂n, a
transverse directionsẑ·r̂n=0d locked to the orientation of the
nth scatterer(note that any reference direction anchored to a
subunit will do). We defineYlmsVsndd to refer to thenth scat-
terer’s reference axes. With this new convention, a change of
reference implies YLsVsn8dd=YLsVsndde−imwn8n with wn8n

=arcsinfsr̂n3r̂n8d ·ẑg. Furthermore, the invariance property
of the subunits is expressed asS

LL8
sSnd=S

LL8
snd . Equation(2) then

becomes

fB
kWL

snd
− YL

psV
kW
snddgeikW•RW n

= o
n8Þn

o
L1,L2,L28

i l1+l2−l28B
kWL2

sn8dsSL2L28
sn8d − dL2L28

ds− 1dm28eikW·RW n8

3F
m1,m,−m28
l1,l,l28 e−ism1+m28dwn8nYL1

sV
RW nn8

snd dhl1
+ skRnn8d. s3d

With this choice, one hasV
RWSnSn8

sSnd
=V

RW nn8

snd
and wSn8Sn=wn8n.

Applying S to both sides of this last equation, one gets

fB
kWL

sSnd
− YL

psV
kW
sSnddgeikW·RWSn

= o
n8Þn

o
L1,L2,L28

i l1+l2−l28B
kWL2

sSn8dsSL2L28
sSn8d − dL2L28

d

3s− 1dm28eikW·RWSn8 3 F
m1,m,−m28
l1,l,l28 e−ism1+m28dwSn8SnYL1

3sV
RWSnSn8

sSnd dhl1
+ skRSnSn8d. s4d

Realizing that kW ·RW Sn=kzzo+kW ·RRW n=kzzo+R−1kW ·RW n, V
kW
sSnd

=V
R−1kW
snd

, andRSnSn8=Rnn8, one therefore hasB
kWL

sSnd
=B

R−1kWL

snd
.

This suggests constructing basis functions of the star of the

wave vectorkW [36]

BpL
snd = o

q=0

Nc−1

e−ipqwoeisR−1dqkW·RW nBsR−1dqkWL

snd s5d

for which

SBPL
snd ; BpL

sSnd = eiskzzo+pwodBpL
snd. s6d

These basis functions are eigenstates of the screw operator.
Because of this last relation, we shall subdivide the indexn
into two subindicessnz,nbd wherenz refers to bands or slices
associated with residues in theẑ direction of thicknesszo and
nb=1¯Nb to each of theNb scatterers within each band.
Note thatSn=snz+1,nbd. With this notation, one has the
important property

BpL
sSnd ; BpL

snz+1,nbd = eiskzzo+pwodBpL
snz,nbd, s7d

which greatly simplifies the solution. Using this last equation
in (3), one gets

BpL
snz,nbd = KpL

snz,nbd + o
nz8,nb8

o
L1,L2,L28

i l1+l2−l28BpL2

snz,nb8deiskzzo+pwodsnz8−nzd

3s1 − dnz8nz
dnb8nb

dsS
L2L28
snz,nb8d

− dL2L28
ds− 1dm28F

m1,m,−m28
l1,l,l28

3e−ism1+m28dwn8nYL1
sV

RW nn8

snz,nbddhl1
+ skRnn8d, s8d

where

KpL
snz,nbd = o

q=0

Nc−1

e−ipqwoeisR−1dqkW·RW nYL
psVsR−1dqkW

snz,nbd d. s9d

The number of coupled scatterers in Eq.(8) has been reduced
to Nb. This is much less than in the situation using only the
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Bloch theorem[36] since there areNc more scatterers in the
unit cell than in a slice.

B. Irregular helical structure

In the absence of a screw symmetry, the calculations be-
come more tedious but still manageable essentially because
of the finite coherence lengthj. One has to choose a basic
structural unit or basis of length, that includes a region of
interest of the helix appreciably longer thanj. This is re-
quired to ensure that the contribution to Eq.(2) coming from
the edges is reduced due to phase decoherence by the factor
<exps−, /2jd in the central portion of the structural unit.
One can then solve Eq.(2) for this isolated basis or, better
yet, impose periodic boundary conditions, by choosing, to
be a multiple ofc, and use Bloch’s theorem. This has the
advantage of mending the basis ends that would otherwise
have been badly treated in the more direct alternative. One
can then write

B
kWL

sYnd
= eikz,B

kWL

snd
, s10d

where the lattice translationY is defined asYRW n;RW Yn=RW n
+,ẑ. Equation(2) then involves only the number of molecu-
lar subunits within the basis, even though the sum overn8
extends beyond it. Alternatively, if, is not a multiple of the
pitch lengthc, one can impose a screw symmetry in whicht
is a translation ofz,=, along the helical axisẑ andR is a
rotation by an anglew,=,wo/zo and proceed as in the previ-
ous subsection.

C. Resonant capture

In an effort to extract physically meaningful information
from the multiple scattering formalism, we had targeted in I

a calculation of the capture amplitudeV
kW
scd

of an electron in a

shape resonance of a basic subunitC positioned atRW c, rep-
resenting one of the DNA bases. We had assumed a dominant
capture channel symmetry corresponding toLo and had used
the one-center approximation of O’Malley[37] for the cap-
ture amplitude. When generalized to a multiple scattering
situation, this led to

V
kW
scd

= Î4pVLo
fCkWLo

+ YLo

p sVkWdgeikW·RW c, s11d

where

CkWL = o
n8¹C

o
L1,L2

i l1+1B
kWL2

sn8d
eidn8l2 sinsdn8l2

ds− 1dm2e−ikW·sRW cn8d

3 Fm1,m,−m2

l1,l,l2 YL1
sVRW cn8

dhl1
+ skRcn8d s12d

andVLo
is an energy and nuclear coordinate dependent am-

plitude. These equations are obtained by expanding the elec-

tronic wave function aroundRW c.
We had not, however, extended our analysis to include the

perhaps even more important process of electron attachment
with core excitation. Core-excited Feshbach resonances, in
particular, are expected to have sufficiently long lifetimes to

allow fragmentation. We can estimate the capture matrix el-
ementHi→ j =k j uHintuil by

Hi→ j =E E d3rd3r8 wg
psrWdeikW·rW 1

urW − rW8u
fb

psrW8dfasrW8d,

s13d

in which an electron is removed from the occupied molecular
orbital fasrW8d and added to the unoccupiedfb

psrW8d orbital
(the core excitation) while the incident electron, in the plane

wave stateeikW·rW, winds up in the statewg
psrWd, an unoccupied

valence molecular orbital or a diffuse state such as a Rydberg
state. In either case, a core-excited shape resonance can be
formed when the incident electron is captured in thewg state
by its angular momentum barrier. With the partial wave de-
composition of the plane wave, given by

eikW·rW = 4po
L

i l j lskrdYL
psk̂dYLsr̂d, s14d

one obtains

Hi→ j = 4po
L

i lYL
psk̂dHL, s15d

where

HL =E E d3r d3r8 wg
psrWd j lskrdYLsr̂d

1

urW − rW8u
fb

psrW8dfasrW8d.

s16d

As in the case of shape resonances, i.e., Eqs.(11) and (12),
one should replaceYL

psk̂d in Eq. (15) by its multiple scatter-

ing generalizationfCkWL+YL
psk̂dg. Consequently, the same fun-

damental combination expresses the effect of multiple scat-
tering on the capture amplitudes of both shape and core-
excited resonances. Moreover, as long as the first maximum
of j lskrd in Eq. (16), at r = r̄ l <Îlsl +1d /k, is within the out-
reach distanceR of the molecule, thelth partial wave of the
incoming electron has an important probability of presence
within the molecule and the matrix elementHi→ j will be
quite substantial. There are no selection rules for the Cou-
lomb interaction.

But when r̄ l .R, two distinct possibilities arise. Ifwg is
contained withinR, which we shall refer to as a localized
core-excited resonance, then the integration overr is re-
stricted tor , r̄ l and one can approximatej lskrd~ skrdl. Con-
sequently,HL~kl which is a rapidly decreasing function of
k=Î2E in a.u. This effectively acts as an energy cutoff at
r̄ l =R i.e., at E< lsl +1d /2R2 a.u. which is the same cutoff
criterion used in I for shape resonances(E is the height of the
centrifugal barrier needed to retain the extra electron).

However, if wg is diffuse (e.g., it has a Rydberg charac-
ter), one can use the spherical harmonic decomposition

1

urW − rW8u
= 4po

L8

r,
l8

r.
l8+1

1

s2l8 + 1d
YL8

p sr̂dYL8sr̂8d s17d

in which r,=r8 andr.=r for the greatest part of the integral
(16) definingHL when r . r̄ l. One then obtains
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HL < 4po
L8

CL8
abE d3r wgsrWd

j lskrd

r l8+1
YLsr̂dYL8

p sr̂d

< 4po
L8

CL8
abDLL8

g

r̄ l
l8+1

, s18d

where DLL8
g =ed3r wgsrWd j lskrdYLsr̂dYL8

p sr̂d and CL8
ab

=ed3r8sr8dl8fbsrW8dfasrW8dYL8sr̂8d. Here, CL8
ab is the partial

wave component of the molecular excitation. Since the mo-
lecular states are not in our situation eigenvalues of the an-
gular momentum, there should normally be contributions
from most L8. One can thus expectHL to decrease in a
milder fashion at low energy for diffuse states as compared
to the previous situation whenwg is localized on the mol-
ecule. There is no cutoff in this situation. The electron can
excite the molecule from a distance due to the long-range
character of the Coulomb interaction and transit to the dif-
fuse state.

We now propose the partial capture factor

GsLod = uÎ4p fCkWLo
+ YLo

p sVkWdgu2 s19d

as a meaningful measure of the effect of multiple scattering
on the capture probability in theLo channel for both types of
resonances.

III. SIMULATION

Let us now illustrate these procedures by specializing our
theory to a helical macromolecule made of repeating rung
units (residues) of pseudomolecules(PMOLs) that are con-
structed from centrosymmetric scatterers. The sum overn in
Eq. (2) and (8) then runs over the individual scatterers.
Moreover, for single centrosymmetric scatterers, one has

1/2sS
LL8
sn8d−dLL8d= idLL8e

idnlsinsdnld wherednl is thenth scat-
terer phase shift. We have used throughout not only the phase
shifts of Ar[38] as in our previous calculations, but also
those of Kr to investigate the effects of a larger scatterer at
certain atomic positions. These phase shifts shown in Fig. 2
were deduced from Ref.[39] by removing the polarization
outside the muffin tin.

In I, we had used the following parameters: a screw pitch
of c=3.4 nm and a number of residues per turnNc=10 which

are characteristic of theB form of DNA described in the
Introduction, thel =0,1,2 phase shifts of the electronically
inert species argon, and a value of the wave function coher-
ence length of 20 Bohr radii, that isj=1.06 nm. This value is
representative of solids[32,38] and biological materials[20];
furthermore, it compensated for the artificial regularity of the
helix. We had constructed two PMOLs. These are PC and PG
of Fig. 3 built around hexagonal rings of side-length equal to
the C-C distance of benzene[6], 0.14 nm, and a distance of
0.56 nm between ring centers. This ring structure is funda-
mental to the structure of the DNA bases[10]. The PMOL
arrangement bears resemblance to the central part of the
C-G base pairing in theB-DNA decamer of Ref.[40]. Fi-
nally, we had chosen the incident direction to be perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the helix. This choice was suggested by the
experiments[19,27,20,28], in which the damage to the DNA
molecule is measured for electrons impinging in a direction
normal to a condensed film of the molecule. In such experi-
ments, electrons are thus incident predominantly perpendicu-
lar to the DNA strands, which are expected to lie mostly in
the plane of the films.

In I, we had plotted the relative partial capture factor
GrelsLod which is G of Eq. (19) divided by its value without
multiple scattering,

GrelsLod = uÎ4p fCkWLo
+ YLo

p sVkWdgu2/ uÎ4pYLo

p sVkWdu2.

s20d

for various values ofLo. Unfortunately, there was an encod-
ing error of Eq.(8), which originated from the many phase
factors in this expression. As a consequence, the calculations
were incorrect. They overemphasized the axial redistribution
of the scattered electrons, which led us to conclude a sizable
increase of capture cross sections in axial channels(small
umou). Here, we have redone the calculations of I. The results
of I for the Ar scatterer arrangement of Fig. 3(a) and for
mo= lo are not considerably modified forlo.1 as can be seen
in Fig. 4), i.e., there is little change in the capture probability
due to multiple scattering. However, the additional results for
lo=0,1 show a different trend. There is an appreciable en-
hancement for these channels. Note that thelo=0 curve cor-

FIG. 2. Phase shifts used for Ar(full lines) and Kr (dashed
lines) as a function of energy. FIG. 3. The basic pseudomolecular PC-PG units used, defining a

rung, are shown(a) with the phase shifts of Ar and(b) for mixed
Ar-Kr phase shifts, the black circles representing Kr. The open
circle marks the position of the helix’s rotation axis.
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responds to the square of the absolute value of the wave

function atRW c for an incident plane wave of unit amplitude.
We resort to a plot ofG for those axial channelslo+mo

=odd having a node in the plane of the PMOLs, since
YLo

p sVkWd=0 for them. The incident electron, being of even
parity with respect to thez component of the wave function,
does not couple to odd parity channels. This quantity serves
as a measure of the axial redistribution of scattered electrons
and does so in a more sensitive and direct way than in I. Its
value is zero for isolated PMOLs. As shown in Fig. 5, some
of the very important enhancements for axial channels re-
ported in I have now been shifted to lower energies, in a
range that is not physically important for shape resonances or
localized core-excited resonances. In this case, the threshold
energy for captureEo= loslo+1d / s2R2d a.u. is to be evaluated
at the outreach distanceR<5 a.u, typical of the benzene ring
[5]. One obtainsEo,1, ,3, ,6, ,11, ,16, ,22 eV rela-
tive to ResUopd for lo=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Thus, the strong rise in
magnitude of the partial waves(4,1), (5,0), and (6,1) with
decreasing energy falls in an energy range only accessible to
diffuse core-excited resonances. However, the strong
maxima in the other partial waves are physically significant
for all resonances.

It is interesting to note that the odd parity signals of Fig.
5 are present because of the helical structure. On one hand,
they would be absent in a macromolecule having vertical

alignment of the base pairs because the base-pair planes then
have mirror symmetry. On the other hand, if the twist angle
wo is too large, the axial overlap decreases and the interfer-
ence along the helix axis direction is weakened. We have
studied different twist angle situations by varyingNc, while
keeping the inter-rung(inter-base-pair) distancezo constant.
The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 6. It is quite
clear that asNc increases and the base-pair overlap increases,
so doesGs0,0d. It is also seen thatGs1,0d has an absolute
maximum at Nc=10, the value of the B form of DNA. These
same channels bear the clear signature of axial diffraction. It
is easily seen in Figs. 7 and 8 that as the inter-rung distance
increases from 0.8zo to 1.2zo, the maxima in both thes0,0d
and s1,0d channels shift to lower energies.

In view of a suspected sensitivity to the phases in Eq.(8),
we thought of modifying our PMOLs as shown in Fig. 3(b),
by using the phase shifts of Kr to represent N or O atoms.
The results, which are to be compared to Figs. 4 and 5, are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Aside from more aggressive behav-
ior below 12 eV due to the Kr phase shifts and the ensuing
effect on multiple scattering within base pairs, the quantita-
tive behavior is quite similar. This is reassuring, indicating
that our model provides trends in the magnitude of the cap-
ture cross sections, which are not too sensitive to the phase
shifts of the atoms of the DNA bases, although the details of
the energy dependence may be different.

FIG. 4. Relative partial capture factor, Eq.(20), at the center of
the PC ring as a function of electron energy relative to ResUopd
using Ar phase shifts. Various even symmetry entrance channels
Lo=slo, lod are shown.

FIG. 5. Partial capture factor, Eq.(19), at the center of the PC
ring as a function of electron energy relative to ResUopd using Ar
phase shifts. Various odd symmetry entrance channelsLo=slo,mod
are shown.

FIG. 6. Partial capture factor at the center of the PC ring as a
function of electron energy relative to ResUopd using Ar phase
shifts and for various values of the number of base pairs in a screw
pitch. The values ofGrel for Lo=s0,0d and ofG for Lo=s1,0d were
selected.

FIG. 7. Lo=s0,0d relative partial capture factor at the center of
the PC ring as a function of electron energy relative to ResUopd
using Ar phase shifts and for various values of the inter-base-pair
distance.zo represents the crystallographic inter-base-pair distance.
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We have also done a calculation for an irregular structure
by building a basis of ten base pairs chosen at random be-
tween four possible arrangements: those of Figs. 3(b) and 11,
along with their reflections on the horizontal line passing
through the helix axis position. This simulates variations in
base-pair relative slide and sequencing. With a coherence
length of 20 a.u., roughly three base-pair distanceszo, a unit
cell having the pitch length 10zo is quite long and the end
effects should not be too important. In any case, this is just to
illustrate the use of Eq.(2) for an irregular helix. As can be
seen in Fig. 12, the diffraction signature in thes1,0d channel
is still quite visible. It is mostly the lower-energy regionE
&12 eV of thes0,0d channel that is affected. In this energy
range, the multiple scattering, which normally amplifies the
base-pair scattering patterns as in Fig. 9, is less efficient. The
PMOL’s imprint has thus been attenuated by the disorder. As
mentioned in Sec. II when introducing Imskd, disorder is akin
to loss of coherence.

Finally, we have considered theA form of DNA. The
phase shifts of Ar and the PMOL arrangement of Fig. 3(a)
were used in this calculation. Whereas theB form only
breaks thez axis mirror symmetry by the twisting of the
helix, the base pairs of theA form, described in the Introduc-
tion, are known to have a substantial tilt angle of 20°. This
leads to additional symmetry breaking. Moreover, the base-
pair packing is much more compact due to the smaller pitch
c=2.8 nm and a larger number of residues per turnNc=11.

One might expect considerable differences in multiple scat-
tering interferences. As is seen in Figs. 13 and 14, the result
is spectacular for the odd symmetry channels. The even sym-
metry channels show the PMOL imprint for energies less
than 12 eV. Such a signature was also observed, although at
a reduced level, in Figs. 9 and 10. Note that the diffraction
peaks have been pushed to higher energy, outside the plotted
energy range.

The large increase ofGsLod as the energy decreases,
which is observed throughout our simulations, comes from
the rapid rise of the Hankel functionhlo

+ skRd [see Eq.(12)]
with decreasingkR, which is more pronounced at largerlo.
The smaller inter-base-pair distancezo of theA form of DNA
is at the origin of the larger values relative to those of theB
form.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have studied the effect of diffraction in thes0,0d and
s1,0d partial waves in theB-form helical structures and
found it to be quite robust to changes in the scatterers and to
disorder. The diffraction pattern is observed in many odd and
even channels:s0,0d, s1,0d, s3,0d, and evens4,1d. This re-
mains so even in presence of disorder(results not shown
here). It should be emphasized that disorder is the rule rather

FIG. 9. Relative partial capture factor at the center of the PC
ring as a function of electron energy relative to ResUopd using Ar
and Kr phase shifts. Various one-center entrance channelsslo, lod are
shown.

FIG. 10. Partial capture factor at the center of the PC ring as a
function of electron energy relative to ResUopd using Ar and Kr
phase shifts. Various odd symmetry one-center entrance channels
Lo= are shown.

FIG. 11. The basic pseudomolecular PT-PA unit for mixed
Ar-Kr phase shifts, the black circles representing Kr. The open
circle marks the position of the helix’s rotation axis.

FIG. 8. Lo=s1,0d partial capture factor at the center of the PC
ring as a function of electron energy relative to ResUopd using Ar
phase shifts and for various values of the inter-base-pair distance.zo

represents the crystallographic inter-base-pair distance.
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than the exception in DNA[10]. We have only simulated the
irregular base-pair sequencing typical of the genes. There are
also local variations in the inter-base-pair distance and the
twist angle. This angle is sensitive to the environment. In
solution, for instance, the twist angle is reduced by 4%.
There is as well the occurrence of roll of the base pairs,
bending of the helix, and dynamic disorder. It is thus impor-
tant to be able to treat disorder of all kinds. Our proposed
approach can do this.

Curiously, the peak in the odd symmetry channels has a
height that seems to be optimal for the particular twist angle
of B-form DNA. We do not know if there is a particular
significance to this finding.

In I, we had discussed the peak in strand breaks of DNA
around 10 eV in the light of what we had thought to be a
large enhancement in the shape resonance capture channels
at that energy. Our findings here are more modest for these
resonances but still indicate that large enhancements are pos-
sible in the case of core-excited resonances. Due to their
longer lifetimes, these are likely to be responsible for the
strong peaks observed in the yields of DNA strand breaks
[19,22] induced by LEEs. There is, however, some uncer-
tainty in the energy of the diffraction peaks between even
and odd symmetry situations, relative to ResUopd, which puts
them in the 12–16 eV range. To bring them down in coinci-
dence with the 10 eV double-strand breaking peak would

require −6 eV&ResUopd&−2 eV, which is not unreason-
able. In this case, the energy thresholdsEo of the last section,
relative to vacuum, would be shifted by some −2 to −6 eV.
Therefore, those channels for whichl &4 might contribute to
shape or localized core excitation resonant capture around
10 eV relative to vacuum. All channels, however, will con-
tribute in diffuse core-excited resonances with substantial en-
hancement possibilities for the largeLo values. It is interest-
ing to note that the energies at which diffraction effects are
most prominent lie within the range where most secondary
electrons are created in irradiated biological media[15,16].
We find here that, at least for the partial waves for which
diffraction effects are important, the cross section for DNA
damage by secondary electrons should be enhanced due to
diffraction.

As mentioned in the Introduction, at much lower energies
s0–4 eVd, there are also shape resonances which lead to
strand breaking[29]. It has been proposed[41] that such
low-energy shape resonances may be formed on the bases.
The anion thus formed would act as intermediary to sugar-
phosphate C-O bond breaking via electron transfer. In their
electron transmission experiments, Aflatooniet al. [42] do
indeed resolve manypp resonances in the 0.5–4.0 eV range
for the DNA bases in the gas phase. Our simulations indicate
no important enhancement in this range forB-DNA with
respect to the single-molecule scattering situation. There is
even a slight reduction due to multiple scattering. The situa-
tion is, however, quite different for the A form which shows
considerable enhancement.

The very special situation observed for the helical struc-
ture of theA form suggests that it is very fragile to damage
by electrons of low energy. Our data indicate that there might
be an enhancement of the resonant capture cross sections by
a factor of up to 10 atE,10 eV relative to vacuum, i.e., 12
to 16 eV relative to ResUopd) for the s3,0d and s4,1d chan-
nels in Fig. 14 and for thes3,1d channel(data not shown).
Similarly, around 5 eV relative to ResUopd) or 0 to 3 eV
relative to vacuum, the enhancement could also be as large
as 10 for thes0,0d, s1,0d, s2,0d (data not shown), s3,0d, and
s2,1d channels, but only of 2 for thes1,1d and s2,2d chan-
nels.

FIG. 13. Relative partial capture factor at the center of the PC
ring of theA form of DNA as a function of electron energy relative
to ResUopd using Ar phase shifts. Various one-center entrance chan-
nelsLo=slo, lod are shown.

FIG. 12. Base-pair averaged partial capture factor at the center
of the PC and PT rings as a function of electron energy relative to
ResUopd.The values ofGrel for Lo=s0,0d and of G for Lo=s1,0d
were selected. The phase shifts of Ar and Kr were used in a random
arrangement of base pairs.

FIG. 14. Partial capture factor at the center of the PC ring of the
A form of DNA as a function of electron energy relative to ResUopd
using Ar phase shifts. Various odd symmetry one-center entrance
channelsLo=slo,mod are shown.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have treated the problem of resonance electron scat-
tering from large biomolecules having a helical topology. We
first considered the diffraction of the electron wave within
the molecule followed by a calculation of the electron cap-
ture probability at a specific site within the target. By inves-
tigating electron scattering from the helical arrangement of
the bases within theA and B forms of DNA, we reached a
number of conclusions regarding the effects of diffraction on
the magnitude of electron waves inside the molecule and on
resonant electron capture processes.

Due to diffraction, the partial waves of the incoming elec-
tron wave function are considerably modified. As a result,
the capture probability at a basic subunit of the macromol-
ecule can be quite different from that for the same subunit
isolated in space(i.e., in the gas phase). Intramolecular dif-
fraction not only modifies the amplitudes of the incoming
partial waves, but also introduces strong oscillations in these
amplitudes as a function of electron energy. One should
therefore be careful in interpreting the results of electron
scattering experiments from such large molecules. In this
case, maxima in inelastic scattering cross sections, which are
often automatically attributed to the formation of transient
anions, could arise from destructive or constructive interfer-
ence of dominant partial waves inside the macromolecule. As
shown in this work, for DNA the magnitude and energy of
these interferences not only depend on the degree of ordering
of the bases, but it is also influenced by other geometrical
characteristics including inter-base-pair distance and base
twist and tilt angle. This has been clearly demonstrated by
showing the large differences, betweenA and B forms of
DNA, in the diffracted partial wave content. Of course, the
scattering matrix elements for a specific subunit also influ-
ence the magnitude and energy dependence of the scattered
amplitudes or of a given fragmentation process.

Understanding the differences in electron scattering from
the A andB forms of DNA may be of particular importance
within the context of low-energy electron impact experi-
ments, which so far have been performed under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) on thin DNA films deposited on a metal
substrate[18–22,29]. In these experiments,B-type DNA in

solution is lyophilized on the metal substrate, which is then
placed in an UHV chamber. Under such high vacuum, DNA
loses its water shell and only structural H2O remains bonded
at specific sites inside the molecule[11]. This water reduc-
tion is expected to shrink DNA to itsA form [10] so that,
although the topology of DNA has not been measured in
electron-impact experiments, it is possible that the electrons
were actually impinging onA-type DNA. According to the
present calculations, this would explain the high efficiency of
0–4 eV electrons to break a single strand of DNA[29]. Our
treatment is well adapted to compare with experiments, since
we chose electrons to impinge on DNA at normal incidence.
We note, however, that low-energy secondary electrons are
created along radiation tracks with a more isotropic distribu-
tion. Thus, in a treatment more closely related to radiobiol-
ogy, the incident electron waves should be chosen as those
produced by photoemission in a biological medium(e.g.,
water).1

Although the present theoretical framework was applied
only to DNA, it would be possible to treat other biologically
important macromolecules, such as proteins, with this for-
malism. Proteins are formed of long polypeptide chains com-
posed of a sequence of amino acids. These chains, referred to
as secondary structures, can have two configurations, one
extended and the other helically coiled[43]. Thus, our for-
malism should also be applicable to electron scattering from
the a-helix secondary structure of proteins whose topology
exhibits a periodic helical configuration. In the case of pro-
teins containing only ana-helix secondary structure[44],
one could envisage solving the scattering problem for the
entire molecule.
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